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The productivity of the knowledge worker in the modern office is still a challenge

Transformation 
intense sectors 

Transaction 
intense sectors 

Tacit 
knowledge 
interactions 

intense sectors

<10% <14%

>60%
Performance gap1 between best and worse sectors

1: Source McKinsey Research

The gap between 
leaders and laggards in 
transformation intense 
sectors is relatively 
narrow.
Example: mining or 
manufacturing

The gap between 
leaders and laggards in 
transaction intense 
sectors is narrowing.

Example: retail or 
transportation 

The gap between 
leaders and laggards in 
the tacit interactions 
intense sectors is wide.

Example: publishing or 
software
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Motion of information

• The explosion of information sources and the speed 
of information have flooded the workforce

• The physical flow is not as important any more in 
the modern office for understanding motion of work

• Most analytical tools to understand motion of 
knowledge work convey a false picture because 
they envision an idealized linear workflow of one 
path or converging paths

• Information is hard currency for the knowledge 
worker

• We can only see very little of all the information that 
flows in a modern workplace

• In order to understand and improve the flow of work, 
you must also understand the creation, use and 
consumption of information

• The discovery of the true information flow helps us 
to identify information age waste and improve 
productivity
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Most process flows envision an idealized linear flow of on or 
converging paths…

 The development and exchange of information is the single critical factor affecting many design and 
development activities. This applies to such diverse realms as new drug development, consumer electronics 
product development, new financial derivatives, software design, and so on

 Despite this unofficial information network, most companies have official processes that describe a “false” 
linear, idealized version of their work.
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Broadcast
Email

Direct request

Preliminary
value

Research

KM system

Personal files

Official
value

www

Assumed
value

The knowledge worker has many unofficial information sources in addition to the 
official process which usually don’t show up on the process flow

In order to improve the actual 
work flow it is necessary to 
understand the creation, use and 
consumption of information

The discovery of the real work flow  helps us to identify non-value adding activities
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Over production

Waiting

Inefficient time 
utilization

Defects

Transports

Work-in-progress

 Over producing information
 Repackaged and redistributed information

 Converging information flows which causes 
work-in-process

 Hard to find information
 Requests for information
 Inefficient meetings

 Corrupt copy/paste info
 Information based on wrong assumptions

 Information which is being repackaged and 
not available

 Unnecessary reports and approvals
 Software for wrong purposes
 Obsolete reference material

Examples of waste associated with creation, use and consumption of information

Excess reporting

Multitasking

E-mail

Time

Utilization > 70%

Excess complexity 
and process

Examples, drivers of inefficiency Negative effects Example of waste
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The increased understanding of the knowledge worker's work is based on 
information element, iNFELs

Definition av iNFELs
 The smallest component of an information input or output is the Information Element, INFEL
 A  electronic or physical document usually compose of several INFELs
 An INFEL can be a diagram, a text, a calculation, a prize quote, an approval etc.
 You often cut and past INFELs from older similar documents when creating a new document
 Much of the work in the information age can be described as motion of INFELs  when creating information 

output
 We can better understand the motion of information by mapping the movements of iNFELs in a information 

matrix
 A iNFEL is always a noun

Assemble all the
info sources used in

the process

Create master
source list

Parse the
documents, other

sources, into iNFELS.

Create a iNFEL
map

iNFEL

1 2 3 4
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An example of a process flow based on documents “nouns” and not 
process details “verbs”
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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S

Feature prioritization list A

Rapid impact assessment X B

Proposed req. change document C

Network impact assessment X D X

Call flows and application needs X E X X

Capacity rules and call model F

Construction/Installation guidelines X X G X

Equipment configuration H X X X

FOA methods of procedure X I

Equipment spec. and templates X X J

Test plan FOA X X K X

Test plan ORT X L

Feature prioritization list X X M X

Site plan and req. X N

FOA test report X O X

Technical issue resolution X X X X P

Acceptance test plan Q

GR Test plan X X R

GR MOP X X X S

A information flow matrix is packed with hints and symptoms for
a more effective work process…

Large cicuit

Small cicuit

Assumptions

Mulitple paths

Out of sequence

Input from a “latter”
iNFEL, one that is expected 

to happen later in the 
process yet is somehow

providing an input. Assumption–
development 

iNFEL pairs. A 
large circuit is 
almost never a 
effective way 

of working

It is common to find more 
than one way to get an 

iNFEL.
The question then becomes 

which one to use ?

Early pass-through or  
out of sequence iNFELs
is likely to be subject to 

change as it goes 
through the official 

process
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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S

Feature prioritization list A

Rapid impact assessment B

Proposed req. change document C

Network impact assessment D

Call flows and application needs X E

Capacity rules and call model X F

Construction/Installation guidelines X G

Equipment configuration X X H

FOA methods of procedure X X I

Equipment spec. and templates X J

Test plan FOA X K X X

Test plan ORT X X X L X

Feature prioritization list X M

Site plan and req. X X N

FOA test report X O

Technical issue resolution X P X X

Acceptance test plan X X Q X

GR Test plan X X X R

GR MOP X S

A redesigned information flow may group information into
3 distinct areas…

Independent
information flow

Sequential
information flow

Highly coupled
information flow

Work that may be done 
trough workload leveling 

or outsourcing

Work that are highly iterative 
and  require experienced 
resources and monitoring

Work to be done were 
concepts like line 
balancing, and 

continuous flow  can be 
used                  
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Problems identified by the information matrix can be mapped back 
to the process flow
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The first-wave focuses on early detection and obvious eliminating waste

6Discovery phase...
A B C

A *
B *
C * *

Continue...

iNFEL
Map

A B C
A *
B *
C * *

Process
understanding

Informations
Matrix

Step 1
Kaizen

Updated
Matrix

Early wastes 
eliminated

Focus on:
 Orphaned information
 Duplicate information
 Activities with low value yet high effort

Ongoing communication...
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Second-wave focuses more on collaboration and discussion of various options 
and their benefits

Contin...

A B C
A *
B *
C * *

Repeat…

A B C
A *
B *
C * *

Re-drawn Matrix Step 2 
Kaizen

Updated Matrix

Waste 
eliminated

Ongoing communication...

Process
Changes

Change 
Management Uppdated 

procedures

Changes?Benefits?Process?Ideas &
options?

Focus on indirect waste discovery 
and indirect quality improvement:
 Pass thru´s, circuit and parallel flows
 Coupled and conflicting priorities
 Concurrency redesign
 High value and low effort activities
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To share all the information with all the people is a real challenge in the 
information age

Sequential
Information flow

Network Based
Information flow

Colllaborative usage
of information

Pre-Web:
Visible information

Web 1.0:
Invisible Information

Web 2.0:
Visible information

Risk of overproduction
& rework

Speed

Development of information flow efficiency

 Many of the Web 2.0 tools and Web 
sites springing up today are seeking to 
improve workflow and synergy between 
knowledge workers.

 A key advantage of the Web 2.0 
collaboration tools is the ability to 
quickly provide up-to-date status

 Transition to collective use of 
information will improve speed and 
increase situational visibility and 
effective collaboration enabling high 
throughput, less waste and rework 



Automated process discovery tools is an example of Web 2.0 for increase 
situational visibility  

Business process analysts until now have been operating more or less as
doctors in the Victorian age did. Their diagnosis was based on experience,
observable symptoms that the patient presented, and a case history provided by
interview. APD brings us to the modern era and allows us to look deep, in real
time, into our corporate patient.
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